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Saoe7al3r 

Photographs have been taken of the flm at the tmiling edges 
of three unyawcd, two-dimensional, aerofoils placed 5n an airstreom 
moving with Q Mach number of 1.6 and giving a Reynolds number (based 
OXI ohord) of a.8 x 106. It is fourd that the conditions olose to the 
trailing edge depend on the atrength of the trailing-edge shook, 
partioularly if the boundary layer is laminar ahead of the shock. 

1, Introduction 

The interaction between the shock waves and boundary layers 
on nerofoils moving at high subsonic speeds has bean the subject of 
several investigations, but, although there is widenoe that it msy 
produoe considerable changes in the pressure distribution upstream, the 
mternotion between the tail shook and the bound+ry.layer on an 
aerofoilmoving at supersonic speeds seems to have received little 
attention. I 

Two quantities which are known to play an important part in 
determining the nature of the interaotion on aerofoilo at high subsonio 
speeds are the strength of the shook and the~stnte of the boundary layer. 
The present observations .were made to obtain qualitative inforuotion 

on the importanoe of these quantities in the case of the interaction at 
the trailing edge of sn aerofoti in supersonio flow. The observations 
are of a preliminary nature and are to be followed by detailed measurements 
on systemetio families of double-wedge and bioonyex nerofoils. 

2. ADDaratuS and %Chnicpq 

The Observations were made in the 9” x 3” wind tunnel whiah 
for the present purpsee was fitted with a nozzle designed to give a 
uniform flow at a Maoh number of 1.6. The aerofoils tested were all ., 
ef 2” chord., and were of 12$ doubleiwedge, 6s bioonvex and EC 1250 
section respeotively. Direot-shadow-photographs of each flow were 
taken with the photographic plate 2” away from the working section and 
Toepler sohlieren photographs were tsken with an apparatus based on two 
9’ focal length f I.2 mirrors, In all oases the photographio 3xposure 

was of the order of lmioroseoond. 

me/ 
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The position of trnnsitlon was observd by a sublimation 
technique in fihich the surface of the node1 mns sprayed with a l& 
solution of accnaphthene in acetone. For soni: of the tests transition 
was fixed by placing a ban3 of Frigilene about 0.002” thick betvraen 
0.15 and 0.20 chord behind the leadiq edge. Separation of the 
boundary layer was detected by ctivering the rear of the model vjith a 
lnyer of oil. In some oases transition took place behind the trrA.ling 
edgo of the aerofcil; it 1~s then detected fron the direct-shadow 
photographs using the criterion suggested by Penrceyl, a& by observing 
the position at ?\hlch the image of the edge of the wake ceased to, be 
sharp. 

3. Results 

Typical schliercn photographs showing the general flow round 
the EC 1250 oerofoil and the 16 double wedge ara._resroduced in 
Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. In Figs. l(n) &d~-2{0) the boundary layer 
was lnninnr back to a point close to the trailing edge rind in Pigs. l(b) 
and 2(b) transition was fixed at about 0.2 chord. The photographs show 
the shook waves springing from the bend of Frigilene used to fix transition. 

Photographic enlargements x showing the flow dose to the 
trailing eaees of the aerofoils are reproduced in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Details are set out in Table 1. 

Photogmi>hs of the pattern revenled by thi? chemical transItion 
indicator described in sactlon 2 are not reproduced, but a scale drawing 
of a typical example ia given in Fig. 7, The regions of turbulent flow 
nt the ends of the span arise from contmimtion by the boundary layers 
on the side walls of the tunnel, and these close to mid span from dust 
particles or other excrescenses close to the leeding edge; 

Table l./ 

%t was difficult to keep the sensitivity of tho sohlleren apparatus oonstant 
throughout the’experjments. The sensitivity In Fig. 6 (g) is luger 
then in the other photographs, and the ccanpresszons arising close to 
the separation point arc not clearly vtiiblc. 
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4. Discussian 

Examination of the photographs and of the measurements set 
out in Table 1 show that when the boundnry layer is lsminar the flow 
separntes ahead of the trailing-edge particularly when the trailing-eags 
angle is high or (from the upper surface only) when the aerofoil is at 
incidence. It seems reasonable to suppose that this separation 1s 
cnussd by the pressure rise at the tail shook wave, and extends upstrem 
ahen the trailing-edge angle or incidence is ralsed because the shook 
strength increases. Secondary effects arise from the effects of 
aerofoil section shnpe snd incidence on the thickness and profile of the 
boundary layer, 

The measured positlons at which separation occurred are 
plotted in Fig. 8 against the calculated strength (neglecting ViSOOUS 

effects) of the tail shock. Vnluas obtained from an analysis of Forri’s 
msssurenentsz on 3 lC$ bioonvex serofoil (G.U.2), and on an 8.8,s 
aerofoil (G.U.3.) with one plane surfnoc and the other in the form of a 
circular arc are included. Thcsu tests were made at a Reynolds number 
close to that of thr: present Gork, and it has been assumed that separation 
is present OVC~ that part of the surfncc over tbich the messurea pressure 
is constant .’ The importance of the strength of the tail shock as a 
parameter in determining the position of separation is confirmed by the 
existence of some correlation between the points plotted in Fig. 8, but 
the scattar show that the paronoters neglected. in this dingran ploy an 
impor tan t pnr.t. 

Fhen laninnr separation takes place, the tail shook is 
softened and is replaced by several \?eaker shocks as shown, for example, 
in Fig. 3(n). The first of these appears in this case to originate at 
the separation pomt, n second from olose to the trailing edge, a third 
from the region \.hore the separated streams from the tvo surfaces meet, 
and a fourth from the point mhere the v,ake uidsns rapidly. There is 
some evidence from the dlreot-shado- photographs that tllis lost point 
day be that at r?hioh transition takes plaoa, 

ighen the boundary layer is r&e turbulent, there seems to be 
little change In thr: flow pattern at the trailing dge in oases 
(see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) ) %hers little or no sepnrntlon ooours for a 
laninar layer, but when wparation is present (see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) 
it is suppressed nhen the spoilers are attached to the aerofoil. The 
tail shock then takes the form of n srngle oornpressionr,ave 2nd springs from 
a point close to the trailing edge. 

When laminar separation t&es place on the upper surfsoe, the 
innin compression at the tail seems to occur downstream of ths tr&li,ng 
@3&B. The pressure just behind the trailing edge nould, therefore, be 
expeotcd to bc lower than when separation is absent, 

to ““p 

This is thought 

edge 
lain dy the flow on the loner surface expands round the trailing 
see for example Fig. 5(g)) before the shock nave oocurs there, 

This phenomenon is more clearly visible in some photographs taken at the 
tail of a double wage and reported in referenoe 3, 

5. Conolusions/ 

------- I_-------c-----------------_________ 
‘In the absence of viscous effects, 
fnll.ing pressure. 

theory predicting a continuously 



5. Conclusmns 

In supersonic flm it is found that particularly when the 
boundary layer is laminar, the flow may separate ahead of the trailing 
edge of an aerofoil because of tha presence of the shock wave there. 
Separation does not seem to be extensive r,hcn the strmgth of the tail 
shock (i.e. the static-pressure ratio across the shock) is less than 
about 14, but extends fomard rapidly as the shock strength is raised 
above this value by increasing the trailing-edge or&e or the incidenoe 
of the aerofoil. For tail-shock strengths up to at least about 2, 
separation can ba suppressed by making the boundary layer turbulent by 
fitting spoilers to the surfaces of the aerofoil. 

:/hen separation occurs, the tail shock nave is replaced by 
several t:oaker shocks, and the mvr: drag of the aerofoil my be reduced. 
Separation may also have an iiaportnnt off’eot on the behaviour of a 
trailing-edge control surface. 

There is no evidence that these conclusions apply at iviach and 
Reynolds numbers tihich differ t,idely from those (1.6 and 0.8 x 106) of 
the present tests, but if tho boundary layer is turbulent over the rear 
of the aerofoil at the full-scale Reynolds number, it sums that lominar 
separation may cause appreciable scale offccts in tunnel tests made at 
low Reynolds numbor. 
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